What Our Clients
Have to Say...

FEATURED IN THE EPISODE SAVE MY
LAKE (LAKE WINNIPEG) OF THE CBC
HIT SERIES THE NATURE OF THINGS
HOSTED BY DAVID SUZUKI.

"We worked with Walter Curry for three seasons
to make mesocosms for us. He and his company

FEATURED IN RESTORING THE HEALTH

never failed us! He was always on time and the

OF LAKE WINNIPEG, A REPORT BY THE

work was of the highest quality. He was also a

LAKE WINNIPEG IMPLEMENTATION

charming and wonderful man to work with."

COMMITTEE.

Marcia Kyle
Arizona State University

"I've worked with Curry Industries to build two
different Limnocorral experiments and both

LIMNOCORRALS
& MESOCOSMS

performed fantastically! They were easy to install,
use, and decommission. They were incredibly
durable. We even left some out in the lake over
winter to see if they would survive, and they did!

Innovating the way for
aquatic researchers worldwide
for over 45 years.

My guess is that they would have still survived
another summer deployment."
Mike Christensen
Golder Associates Ltd.

"We're happy with the design and quality of the
equipment. We've had no issues with geese this
year, which were a problem with our previous
design. After two months in a very productive
lake, the Limnocorrals are still looking good."
Kerri Finlay
University of Regina

"They were really flexible in designing the
product. They had a great body of knowledge and
suggested alternatives that actually worked better
for us. We really enjoyed working with them."
Pascal Badiou
Ducks Unlimited Canada
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GETTING STARTED
When researchers explore the type of
experiments to be conducted, the size of the
Limnocorral or Wave-Hydraulic Barrier is
calculated.
Once the type of test equipment has been
determined, we provide an on-site
questionnaire and evaluation on the
conditions of the deployment site. This
assists us in determining potential
additional features needed to be added to
the baseline system being implemented.
With many years of experience in designing

OVERVIEW

our lightweight components, our
Limnocorrals and Wave-Hydraulic Barriers
are perfect for easy transportation especially

Experience matters when working closely
with researchers to ensure that the data they
collect is accurate and reliable. In addition,
we provide ongoing assistance throughout
the entirety of the project.
Our Limnocorrals and Wave-Hydraulic
Barriers present a practical and costeffective method for testing freshwater
pollutants such as acid rain, mercury,

A FIRST CHOICE
FOR MANY

to remote locations.
In the past, we have provided modular
components transportable by snowmobiles,
dog teams, helicopters, light aircrafts,
canoes, pickup trucks, and more.

Environmental Lakes Area (ELA) Ontario,
Canada • Environment Canada (Fisheries &
Oceans) • Atomic Energy Canada • City of
New York • U of Auburn (Alabama) •
Ontario Hydro • U of Manitoba • State U of

We gladly collaborate with researchers from

New York (College of Environmental

start to finish in order to ensure a successful

Science and Forestry) • Ducks Unlimited

research project and viable outcome.

Canada • U of Fordham (New York) • State
of Minnesota • U of Brandon • Stantec •

radiation, phosphorus, and blue-green algae

Pennsylvania State University • Dessau •

so prevalent in our ecosystem.

Utah State University • U of Alberta •

All of our aquatic research products are
fabricated from a variety of high-quality
plastic materials that are safe and best suited
for testing bodies of fresh water.

Golder Associates • York University • U of
Saskatchewan • Laurentian University
(Ontario) • Arizona State University • McGill
University • U of Maryland • Trent
University • U of Regina (Lakehead College)

